destinations. 8 Manly was an early and enduring favourite for people attracted less by boat races than by picnics and fishing on bay and beach.
This development in Anniversary Day celebration from the late 1830s reflected the fundamental change in colonial society since Macquarie's time. Increased free immigration from the 1820s had helped reduce the proportion of serving convicts in the population from about 46 per cent in 1821 to only 18 per cent by 1841. 9 In 1837 New South Wales was no longer a primarily penal settlement with a pre-industrial economy, and just as large numbers of Sydney's inhabitants were free to take advantage of the holiday, colonial commerce threw up entrepreneurs both large and small who could exploit the day for profit.
Other Anniversary activities
In time, enterprising publicans and pleasure ground proprietors provided a wide range of Anniversary entertainment, incidental to the regatta. Three years later, however, the Centennial celebrations inspired pedestrian races in Penrith and a quadrille party at the Temperance Hall. 32 Katoomba and Blackheath organised 'Athletic Sports' that year and in the 1890s concerts, roller-skating and sports amused both visitors and locals. 33 Anniversary horse races were run at Ingleburn in the 1890s, there were cricket matches at Liverpool and Camden, and in 1898 residents in the southern suburbs attended a charity concert at Moorefield racecourse near Kogarah.
34
Of course, the pattern of Anniversary Day activities in Sydney merely reflected contemporary trends in recreation. The Sydney Turf Club had been founded as early as 1825, and racing, along with regattas, sports and picnics, were amusements by no means unique to Anniversary Day. 35 Publicans at Manly also drew large crowds on Boxing Day with their promises of pleasure grounds and cool refreshment, and there were fireworks to view at Manly on the Queen's Birthday holiday in May.
36

Whose national day?
Other 'colonial nations' celebrated the anniversaries of their own foundations on different dates and it was not unusual for Anniversary Day to be talked of in Sydney as the birthday -the www.dictionaryofsydney.org 'national' day -of New South Wales alone. 37 The sense of national community often expressed on Anniversary Day, in other words, was colonial, not continental in scope. 38 Note too that the vision of colonial nationhood conjured by such rhetoric was, for the majority, quite compatible with British loyalty and with holiday observance of the monarch's birthday. 39 The latter celebration could also be dubbed 'a national holiday'. 40 Nations might exist within nations. 41 Special efforts made for intercolonial commemoration on 26 January 1888 reflected the parallel growth of a broader, continental sense of nationhood which, as recent scholarship has shown, was also quite compatible with Britishness. 42 It was, however, nearly half a century before Sydney's citizens were joined regularly by people in the other capital cities in celebration of Australian nationhood on 26 January. 
